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Abstract

Our aim in this note is to study some properties of zero-divisor
graphs of Armendariz rings. At first we examine the preservation of
completeness of the zero-divisor graph under extension to polynomial
and power series rings. Then we study the genus of the certain subrings
of upper triangular matrix rings.
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1 Introduction

The concept of a zero-divisor graph of a commutative ring was first introduced
in Anderson and Livingston [1]. Redmond [9] further extended this concept
to the noncommutative case, introducing several definitions of a zero-divisor
graph of a noncommutative ring. Let R be an associative ring with identity.
The polynomial ring and the (formal) power series ring with an indeterminate
x over a ring R are denoted by R[x] and R[[x]], respectively. We say that a
ring R is reduced if it has no nonzero nilpotent elements. A ring R is said to
be Armendariz if the product of two polynomials in R[x] is zero if and only
if the product of their coefficients is zero. This definition was coined by Rege
and Chhawchharia in [10] in recognition of Armendariz’s proof in [2, Lemma
1] that reduced rings satisfy this condition.

The more comprehensive study of Armendariz rings was carried out re-
cently. By Hirano [4], a ring R is Armendariz exactly when the map assigning
to any right annihilator set A ⊆ R the set of polynomials with coefficients in
A is a bijection on to the right annihilators of R[x].

The structure of the class of non-reduced Armendariz rings was observed
by many authors including Hirano [4], Kim et al. [5], Lee and Zhou [8],
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Rege and Chhawchharia [10], and so on. Recently, several types of gener-
alizations of Armendariz rings have been introduced for some of which vari-
ations of the previous results are also valid. A ring R with the property
that, for all a0, a1, b0, b1 ∈ R, if (a0 + a1x)(b0 + b1x) = 0 in R[x], then
a0b1 = a1b0 = 0 in R, is called linearly Armendariz. By [5], A ring R is
power-serieswise Armendariz if aibj = 0 for each i, j whenever power se-
ries f(x) =

∑∞
i=0 aix

i, g(x) =
∑∞

j=0 bjx
j ∈ R[[x]] satisfy f(x)g(x) = 0. For a

commutative ring R, we consider the undirected graph Γ(R) which vertices in
the set of nonzero zero-divisors of R, are such that, distinct vertices a and b
are adjacent if and only if ab = 0. Recall that a graph is connected if there
exists a path between any two distinct vertices. The distance between two
distinct vertices a and b, denoted d(a, b), is the length of the shortest path
connecting a and b, if such a path exists; otherwise d(a, b) = ∞. The diameter
of a graph Γ, denoted diam(Γ), is equal to sup{d(a,b) | a and b are distinct
vertices of Γ}. A graph is complete if it is connected with diameter one. If R
is a noncommutative ring, Redmond [9] defined a directed zero-divisor graph
Γ(R) in a similar way. A directed graph is connected if there exists a directed
path connecting any two distinct vertices. The distance and the diameter are
defined in a similar way as well, having in mind that all paths in question are
directed.

Redmond [9] also defined an undirected zero-divisor graph of a noncommu-
tative ring R, denoted by Γ(R), with vertices in the set of nonzero zero-divisors
of the ring R, and such that for distinct vertices a and b there is an edge con-
necting them if and only if ab = 0 or ba = 0.

Let Si denote the sphere with i handles, were i is a nonnegative integer.
That is, Si is an orientable surface of genus i. The genus of a graph G, denoted
γ(G), is the minimal integer m such that the graph can be embedded in Sm.
We say a ring R has genus g, if γ(Γ(R)) = g.

2 Diameter of Γ(R), Γ(R[x]), Γ(R[[x]])

Given a ring R we denote the right (resp., left) annihilator over R by rR(−)
(resp., lR(−)), i.e., rR(S) = {a ∈ R | Sa = 0} and lR(S) = {b ∈ R | bS = 0}
for a subset S of R. If S is singleton, say S = {a}, we use rR(a) (resp., lR(a))
in place of rR(a) (resp., lR(a)). An element a in a ring R is called regular if
rR(a) = 0 = lR(a), i.e., a is not a zero divisor.

Lemma 2.1. Let R be a power-serieswise Armendariz ring and let f (x) =∑∞
i=0 aix

i ∈ R[[x]]. If , for some natural t, at is regular in R while ai is nilpotent
for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1, then f(x) is regular in R[[x]].

Theorem 2.2. Let R be a power-serieswise Armendariz (or a reduced) ring.
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Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ(R[[x]]) is complete.
(2) Γ(R[x]) is complete.
(3) Γ(R) is complete.

Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) and (2)⇒ (3) are clear. For (3) ⇒ (1), notice that xy = 0
for every x, y ∈ Z∗(R). Therefore Γ(R) complete implies [Z(R)]2 = 0. Now,
let f(x) , g(x) ∈ Z∗(R[[x]]). By Lemma 2.1, no coefficient of f and g can be
regular since all non-regular coefficients of f(x) and g(x) are nilpotent. Thus
all coefficients of f(x) and g(x) are zero-divisors in R. Since Γ(R) is complete,
f(x)g(x) = 0, and hence Γ(R[[x]]) is also complete.

Theorem 2.3. Let R be a ring and J be an ideal of R such that every element
in R \ J is regular and J2 = 0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ(R[[x]]) is complete.
(2) Γ(R[x]) is complete.
(3) Γ(R) is complete.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.2 and [5, Proposition 3.7].

Corollary 2.4. Let R be a principal ideal domain and I be a nonzero proper
ideal of R. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ((R/I)[[x]]) is complete.
(2) Γ((R/I)[x]) is complete.
(3) Γ(R/I) is complete.

Corollary 2.5. Let R be a local ring and J be the jacobson radical of R and
J2 = 0. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ(R[[x]]) is complete.
(2) Γ(R[x]) is complete.
(3) Γ(R) is complete.
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Recall that, for any ring R with an endomorphism σ : R → R, the ring
T (R, n, σ) defined as a subring of the upper triangular matrix ring Tn(R), as
follows:

T (R, n, σ) :=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

a0 a1 · · · an−2 an−1

0 a0 a1 · · · an−2

0 0 a0
. . .

...
...

...
. . .

. . . a1

0 0 · · · 0 a0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

| ai ∈ R

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

, with n ≥ 2.

We can denote elements of T (R, n, σ) by (a0, . . . , an−1). Then T (R, n, σ) is a
ring with addition point-wise and multiplication given by:
(a0, . . . , an−1)(b0, . . . , bn−1) = (a0b0, a0∗b1+a1∗b0, . . . , a0∗bn−1+· · ·+an−1∗b0),
with ai ∗ bj = aiσ

i(bj), for each i and j. On the other hand, there is a
ring isomorphism ϕ : R[x;σ]/(xn) → T (R, n, σ), given by ϕ(a0 + a1x + · · · +
an−1x

n−1) = (a0, a1, . . . , an−1), with ai ∈ R, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. So T (R, n, σ) ∼=
R[x;σ]/(xn), where R[x;σ] is the skew polynomial ring with the new multipli-
cation xr = σ(r)x for each r ∈ R, and (xn) is the ideal generated by xn.
In the ring theory literature, many surprising examples and counterexamples
have been produced via the ring R[x;σ]/(xn). What makes this possible is the
fact that the left, right and two-sided ideal structures in R[x;σ]/(xn) turn out
to be quite tractable. Also, for any ring R and each positive integer n, the ring
R[x;σ]/(xn) satisfies the Köthe’s conjecture (If R has no nonzero nil ideals,
then R has no nonzero nil one-sided ideals).

Theorem 2.6. A ring R is Armendariz if and only if for every polynomials
f(x) =

∑m
i=0 aix

i and g(x) =
∑n

j=0 bjx
j in R[x], f(x)g(x) = 0 implies a0bj = 0

for each 0 ≤ j ≤ n.

Proof. It is clear that if R is Armendariz ring, then for every polynomials
f(x) =

∑m
i=0 aix

i and g(x) =
∑n

j=0 bjx
j in R[x], f(x)g(x) = 0 implies a0bj = 0

for each 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Conversely, suppose that for every polynomials f(x) =∑m
i=0 aix

i and g(x) =
∑n

j=0 bjx
j in R[x], f(x)g(x) = 0 implies a0bj = 0 for each

0 ≤ j ≤ n. We have
0 = f(x)g(x) = a0(b0 + b1x + · · ·+ bnxn) + (a1x + · · ·+ amxm)(b0 + · · ·+ bnxn)
= a0(b0+b1x+ · · ·+bnxn)+(a1+a2x+ · · ·+amxm−1)(b0x+b1x

2+ · · ·+bnxn+1).
So (a1 + a2x + · · ·+ amxm−1)(b0x + b1x

2 + · · ·+ bnxn+1) = 0. Hence we obtain
a1bj = 0 for all j in the same manner. Proceeding inductively, we have that
aibj = 0 for all i, j, and the result follows.

Following Lee and Zhou [8], for A = (aij) , B = (bij) in Mn(R), we write
[A.B]i,j = 0 to mean that ai,lbl,j = 0 for l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Lemma 2.7. Let R be a reduced ring. If U(y), V (y) ∈ T (R, n, σ)[y] such that
U(y).V (y) = 0, we have [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0, for each i, j.

Proof. Suppose that U(y) and V (y) ∈ T (R, n, σ)[y] such that U(y).V (y) = 0.
In the next, we prove by induction on n that [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0, for each i, j.
Let n = 2 and U(y) = A0 +A1y + · · ·+Amym , V (x) = B0 +B1y + · · ·+Bny

n,

where Ai =

(
a1i a2i

0 a1i

)
, Bj =

(
b1j b2j

0 b1j

)
∈ T (R, 2, σ). Therefore, we

have U(y) =

(
f11 f12

0 f11

)
, V (y) =

(
g11 g12

0 g11

)
. From U(y)V (y) = 0, we

have f11g11 = 0 and f11g12 + f12g11 = 0. Since R[x] is reduced ring, then
g11f11 = 0. Multiplying f11g12 + f12g11 = 0 on the left side by g11, we obtain
g11f12g11 = 0. So (f12g11)

2 = 0 and then f12g11 = 0, since R[x] is reduced
ring. Hence, f11g12 = 0. Then [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0, where i, j = 1, 2. Now
assume that [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0 for all i, j and all U(y), V (y) ∈ T (R, n −
1, σ)[y]. Let U(y) =

(
f1 ζ
0 Un−1

)
, V (y) =

(
g1 η
0 Vn−1

)
∈ T (R, n, σ)[y],

where Un−1, Vn−1 ∈ T (R, n − 1, σ)[y]. Then from U(x)V (x) = 0, we have
Un−1Vn−1 = 0 and then by induction hypothesis, we obtain [Un−1Vn−1]i,j = 0.
On the other hand, by easy calculation one can show that [f1η + ζVn−1]1,j = 0,
for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n. So [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0, for each i, j.

Theorem 2.8. Let σ be an endomorphism of a ring R. Then R is a reduced
ring if and only if there exists an integer n ≥ 2 such that R[x;σ]/(xn) is linearly
Armendariz.

Proof. First, assume that there exists an integer n ≥ 2 such that R[x;σ]/(xn)
is linearly Armendariz. We intend to show that R is reduced. For this, let r2 =
0, then consider the polynomials F (x) = E1n − rIny and G(x) = E1n + rIny ∈
R[x;σ]/(xn)[y]. Then it is easy to see that F (y)G(y) = 0. Since R[x;σ]/(xn)
is linearly Armendariz, then E1nrIn = 0. Hence r = 0, and R is reduced ring.
Conversely, suppose that U(y) =

∑p
i=0 Aiy

i , V (y) =
∑p

j=0 Bjy
j ∈ T (R, n, σ)[y]

such that U(y).V (y) = 0. We needs to prove that A0Bj = 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ p.

Let fij =
∑p

s=0 a
(s)
i,j ys and gij =

∑p
s=0 b

(t)
i,jy

t where a
(l)
i,j and b

(l)
i,j are the (i, j)-

entries of AL and BL, respectively, for l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , p. Then U(y) = (fij),
V (y) = (gij). By Lemma 2.7, [U(y).V (y)]i,j = 0 for all i, j, then A0Bj = 0 for
all 0 ≤ j ≤ p, and by Theorem 2.6, R[x;σ]/(xn) is linearly Armendariz.

Corollary 2.9. Let R be a ring and n a positive integer ≥ 2. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is reduced.
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(2) R[x;σ]/(xn) is Armendariz.
(3) R[x;σ]/(xn) is power-serieswise Armendariz.

Corollary 2.10. Let R be a reduced ring. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Γ(R[x;σ]/(xn))[[y]]) is complete.
(2) Γ((R[x;σ]/(xn))[y]) is complete.
(3) Γ(R[x;σ]/(xn)) is complete.

3 Genus of the zero divisor graphs of upper

triangular matrix rings

The following two lemmas about genus of the zero-divisor graphs were proved
by Ringel and Youngs [11].

Lemma 3.1. γ(Kn) = �(n−3)(n−4)/12�, where �x� is the least integer that
is greater than or equal to x. In particular, γ(Kn) = 1 if n = 5, 6, 7.

Lemma 3.2. γ(Km,n) = �(m − 2)(n − 2)/4�, where �x� is the least integer
that is greater than or equal to x. In particular, γ(K4,4) = γ(K3,n) = 1 if
n = 3, 4, 5, 6.

Theorem 3.3. γ(Γ(T (Zm, n))) ≥ 2 for each n ≥ 6.

Proof. Suppose that v1 = (0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0), v2 = (0, 0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0),
v3 = (0, 0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 1, 0), v1́ = (0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 0), v2́ = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0), v3́ =
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), v4́ = (0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0), v5́ = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), v6́ =
(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), v7́ = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) ;then vi, vj́ are nonzero zero-
divisors and for all i, j, vivj́ = 0. So K3,7 ⊆ Γ(T (Zm, 6)) and therefore
γ(Γ(T (Zm, 6))) ≥ 2, by Lemma 3.2.

Theorem 3.4. For 2 ≤ n < 6, γ(Γ(T (Zm, n)) ≤ 1, and we have:
(a) If n = 5, then m = 2.
(b) If n = 4, then m = 2.
(c) If n = 3, then m ∈ {2, 3}.
(d) If n = 2, then m ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 7}.

Proof. We only prove the case (b). The proof of other cases is similar.
Suppose m ≥ 3 and let
v1 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, ..., 0), v2 = (0, 0, 2, 0, 0, ..., 0), v3 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, ..., 0),
v4 = (0, 0, 0, 2, 0, ..., 0), v5 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0), v6 = (0, 0, 1, 2, 0, ..., 0), v7 =
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(0, 0, 2, 1, 0, ..., 0), v8 = (0, 0, 2, 2, 0, ..., 0); then vi are nonzero zero-divisors and
for all i, j, vivj = 0. So K8 ⊆ Γ(T (Zm, 4)) and therefore γ(Γ(T (Zm, 4))) ≥ 2,
by lemma 3.1. Moreover γ(Γ(T (Z2, 4))) = 1, by [7, Theorem 2.3].
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